LANDFALL
strangely unobtrusive, America steals upon the explorer
—not otherwise, perhaps, than a light ahead gleamed
through the autumn dusk of an October night in 1492 to
a small sailing-ship named Santa Maria, and the captain
began to throw the drinks overboard, For he knew that
he had discovered America, One can almost see the scene
—the sad faces of the Spanish sailors in the waist of the
little ship, the waiting barrels on the deck, Columbus'
muttered words of a farewell to a favourite hogshead, and
then a dismal splash, . . .
That is, no doubt, the version of Columbus' landfall that
will be taught in the schools of the Republic, when the facts
have been brought into a becoming conformity with the
Eighteenth Amendment, And why not ? Was not a
grotesque election once fought by an extremely able man in
the second city of the Union upon the simple but alluring
issue of amending its school textbooks into line with some
of his supporters' prejudices ? For that judicious statesman
demanded ampler recognition for the Revolutionary services
of Washington's Irish (Irish abounded in his constituency),
as well as of his Germans (Chicago was once termed the
sixth German city in the world) and his Poles (nor were
Polish names unknown upon the voters' lists); indeed,
irreverent conjecture hinted that, being already sure of the
Negro vote, he made no historical claim for Washington's
Negroes,
As any student of democracy could have foretold, he
won the election. He won it mainly by a free use of the
compelling cry " America First/1 And, again, why not ?
What country could resist that appeal? Not mine, I
think; nor France (for even the sluggish blood of Europe
can be made to pulse more quickly with the raw wine of

